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Abstract 

In contemporary society, logistics has received more and more attention from various 
countries, and it is an effective way for enterprises to create profits. This paper mainly 
studies one aspect of logistics distribution, namely, the problem of vehicle routing 
optimization. Based on the genetic algorithm, the mathematical model of vehicle route 
optimization and the restriction conditions of the delivery route are established. The 
genetic algorithm uses the commonly used integer coding to encode chromosomes, and 
uses the optimal individual retention strategy and roulette method in individual 
selection. Finally, this method is used to carry out experimental calculations, with the 
help of matlab R2016 software to carry out experimental calculations. The final results 
show that the use of genetic algorithm to optimize the logistics distribution vehicle path 
can easily and effectively obtain the optimal solution or approximate optimal solution of 
the problem. 
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1. Introduction 

At home and abroad, the development level of the logistics industry has become one of the important 

indicators to measure the degree of modernization of a country. In recent years, China's logistics 

industry has entered a period of rapid development. While the scale is growing rapidly, distribution 

pressure and distribution costs have also increased significantly, which has become a major 

bottleneck for the continued rapid development of the logistics industry. Reasonable and efficient 

distribution route planning is an effective means to solve this problem. Liu Li et al. [1,2] used genetic 

algorithm to calculate the global optimal path in solving the problem of agricultural machinery 

deployment. Huang Yuwen [3] effectively enhanced the global optimization ability by adaptively 

adjusting the hybridization rate and mutation rate, and annealing the receiving operator. Li Bohao [4] 

added the demand and time window of each demand point in the algorithm. The algorithm has high 

accuracy in solving the problem of the disorderly arrangement of demand points and the path with 

the time window problem. Feng Weihua et al. [5,6] designed an improved genetic algorithm to solve 

the problem of premature convergence by adding an adaptive mutation operator. Xu Lunhui et al. [7,8] 

expanded the use of genetic algorithm by multi-layer coding. Lamini et al. [9] proposed an improved 

crossover operator to solve the genetic algorithm path planning problem in a static environment. Chen 

Guangli et al. [10-12] effectively solve the multi-type hybrid path optimization problem in genetic 

coding. Zheng Lina et al. [13-15] adopted the method of adaptive cross-mutation rate and retention of 

dominant individuals to effectively improve the algorithm. This research has effectively improved 

the efficiency of logistics distribution and has a good application prospect in the development trend 

of smart logistics. 
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2. Research background and significance 

2.1 Research background 

With the rapid development of science and technology and the acceleration of the global economic 

integration process, the logistics activities in the daily business activities of enterprises play an 

increasingly important role in the development of the global economy, and their status is becoming 

more and more prominent. It is important for all aspects of global economic activities. The impact is 

becoming increasingly obvious. Especially with the development of e-commerce websites, logistics 

has gradually become an important area of competition for current enterprises. Logistics distribution 

refers to an integrated and systematic management of logistics activities such as distribution, handling, 

loading and unloading, storage, transportation, packaging and information transmission that 

coordinate and correspond to the daily business activities of enterprises such as production, 

procurement, supply, and sales. Its purpose is to provide customers with the best service at the lowest 

possible cost, thereby improving the overall economic efficiency of the enterprise and enhancing the 

overall level of competition of the enterprise.According to relevant statistics, without considering the 

loss of goods and the additional costs of various links, my country's warehousing and transportation 

costs account for about 17% of GDP. 

With the development of the market economy and the improvement of the professional level of 

logistics technology, the logistics distribution industry has also developed rapidly. In the logistics 

distribution business, there are many optimization decision-making problems. This article discusses 

the logistics distribution path optimization problem, that is, by formulating a reasonable distribution 

path, the goods can be delivered to customers quickly and economically. Whether the choice of 

distribution route is reasonable has a great impact on speeding up distribution, improving service 

quality, reducing distribution costs and increasing economic benefits. 

2.2 Research significance 

Logistics distribution is a function derived from transportation, an inevitable product of continuous 

market development, and one of the focuses of economic development. For the purpose of reducing 

costs and increasing benefits as much as possible, the more important thing in logistics distribution 

is how to dispatch vehicles reasonably. The geographical location of the distribution center, the 

geographical location of each customer are also known, and the demand of each customer, the limited 

capacity of the delivery vehicle and the farthest delivery distance are all known. It is required to 

arrange the driving route of the vehicle reasonably. The dispatch center departs, arrives at each 

customer in turn, and finally returns to the distribution center, so that the driving distance is the 

shortest, the cost is the lowest, and the benefits are maximized. The optimization research of logistics 

distribution path is of great significance for improving the performance of the entire logistics system 

and the intelligence and modernization of the logistics industry. 

3. Mathematical model of logistics distribution route optimization problem 

3.1 Problem description 

The choice of vehicle delivery route has an extremely important impact on the delivery cost of product 

logistics. Choosing different distribution routes, the results are quite different. In real cases, there are 

different distribution environments, such as different types of distribution vehicles, multiple 

distribution centers, and the time window required to meet customer requirements. These will affect 

the distribution path. s Choice. The product logistics circulation mode needs to reasonably arrange 

the driving route of the distribution vehicle and the quality of the distribution product according to 

the characteristics of the product and the specific requirements of the customer, so as to reduce the 

distribution cost and improve the distribution efficiency, to find the optimal distribution plan to obtain 

the optimal target value. . The main factors affecting the product distribution path are: the location of 

the customer point, the customer's product demand, the required delivery service time, the 

characteristics of the product, and the traffic conditions in the location. The hypothetical conditions 
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of the vehicle routing problem studied in this paper are: a distribution center and multiple customer 

locations. For the convenience of research, this paper does not consider the construction cost of the 

distribution center and the usual maintenance cost of the site, weather and road conditions. 

After receiving orders from various points of sale on the product sales platform, the distribution center 

should reasonably arrange vehicle loading and driving routes according to the geographical location 

of the customer point and the product demand. Develop the optimal distribution plan as soon as 

possible, and complete the distribution of the product within the time period required by the customer. 

This article mainly takes the product distribution in a certain city as the research object, according to 

the distribution principles and related constraints, the reasonable planning of the driving route of each 

customer demand point, where the delivery time ignores the stagnation time to reach the customer 

point, and mainly considers the time spent on the road trip. A certain distribution center will arrange 

unified vehicles to complete high-quality distribution services for customers in a certain area, find 

the optimal route, and make the distribution route the shortest. 

3.2 Mathematical model construction of logistics distribution route optimization problem 

The logistics distribution route optimization problem can be described as: delivery from a distribution 

center to multiple needs (customers) with multiple vehicles, each demand point has a certain location 

and demand, each vehicle has a certain load capacity, and requires a reasonable arrangement of 

vehicle routes , Make the total transportation distance the shortest, and meet the following constraints: 

(1) The one-time demand for goods of any customer on the distribution route cannot exceed the rated 

load of a vehicle; 

(2) The length of each delivery route does not exceed the maximum travel distance of the vehicle for 

one delivery; 

(3) The demand of each demand point must be met, and delivery can only be carried out by one 

vehicle. 

By referring to the mathematical model of the vehicle routing problem established by literature, and 

by considering the constraints and optimization objectives of the above-mentioned logistics 

distribution routing optimization problem, a mathematical model of the logistics distribution routing 

optimization problem is established. 

Suppose there are K vehicles in the distribution center, and the load capacity of each vehicle is Qk 

(k=1,2...,K). The maximum driving distance of one delivery is Dh, and it needs to deliver to L demand 

points. The demand at the demand point is qi (i=1,2...,L), the haul distance from demand point i to j 

is dij, and the distance from the distribution center to each demand point is d0j (ij=1,2... ,L). Let nk 

be the number of demand points delivered by the k-th vehicle (nk=0 means that the k-th vehicle is 

not used), and use the set Rk to represent the k-th path, where the element rki represents the order of 

the demand point rki in the path k as i (Excluding the distribution center), let rk0=0 denote the 

distribution center, then the following mathematical model of the logistics distribution route 

optimization problem can be established: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑍 = ∑ [∑ 𝑑𝑟𝑘(𝑖 − 1)𝑟𝑘𝑖 + 𝑑𝑟𝑘𝑛𝑘𝑟𝑘0𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑛𝑘)𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 ]𝐾

𝑘=1            (1) 

S.t.∑ 𝑞𝑟𝑘𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 ≤ 𝑄𝑘                          (2) 

∑ 𝑑𝑟𝑘(𝑖 − 1)𝑟𝑘𝑖 + 𝑑𝑟𝑘𝑛𝑘𝑟𝑘0𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑛𝑘)𝑛𝑘
𝑖=1 ≤ 𝐷𝑘                (3) 

0 ≤ 𝑛𝑘 ≤ 𝐿                              (4) 

∑ 𝑛𝑘𝐾
𝑘=1 = 𝐿                              (5) 

𝑅𝑘 = {𝑟𝑘𝑖|𝑟𝑘𝑖 ∈ {1,2,… , 𝐿}, 𝑖 = 1,2… , 𝑛𝑘}                  (6) 

𝑅𝑘1 ∩ 𝑅𝑘2 = 𝐻(∀𝑘1 ≠ 𝑘2)                       (7) 

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑛𝑘) = {
1(𝑛𝑘 ≥ 1)

0(𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟)
                         (8) 

In the above model: 
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Equation (1) is the objective function, that is, the total delivery distance; 

Formula (2) to ensure that the sum of demand at each demand point on each route does not exceed 

the load capacity of the vehicle; 

Equation (3) ensures that the length of each delivery route does not exceed the maximum travel 

distance of the vehicle for one delivery; 

Equation (4) indicates that the number of demand points on each path does not exceed the total 

demand points; 

Equation (5) shows that each demand point gets delivery service; 

Equation (6) is the composition of the demand points of each path; 

Equation (7) restricts each demand point to be delivered by only one vehicle; 

Equation (8) is that when the number of customers served by the k-th car is greater than 1, it means 

that the car has participated in the delivery, then sign(nk)=1. When the number of customers served 

by the k-th car is less than 1, it means The car is not used, so sign(nk)=0. 

4. The genetic algorithm construction of logistics distribution route 

optimization 

4.1 Coding 

This article studies the problem of selecting the optimal path, which generally uses real number 

coding to perform the coding operation of feasible solutions. There are two problems that need to be 

solved in the route optimization problem. One is how many vehicles need to be sent when delivering 

goods, and how each vehicle is distributed to which customer points, using direct coding. 

According to the characteristics of the logistics distribution route optimization problem, this paper 

adopts a simple and intuitive natural number coding method, using 0 to represent the distribution 

center, 1, 2,..., L to represent the customer points, and randomly arrange the natural numbers between 

1 and L+1. Assuming that there are K cars in the distribution center, insert K-1 zeros into the sequence 

randomly, so that 1, 2,..., L+K-1, L+K-1, a random arrangement of non-repeating natural numbers, 

constitutes An individual corresponds to a distribution route plan. 

4.2 Form the initial population 

Randomly generate an arrangement of L+K-1 non-repeating natural numbers from 1 to L+K-1 to 

form an individual. Assuming that the group size is N, N such individuals are randomly generated to 

form an initial group. The path optimization problem studied in this paper requires multiple iterations, 

so the initial population is defined as 100. 

4.3 Evaluation of fitness value 

For the distribution route plan corresponding to an individual, it is necessary to judge its pros and 

cons, one is to see whether it meets the constraints of the distribution; the other is to calculate the 

value of its objective function (that is, the sum of the length of each distribution route). The coding 

method determined according to the characteristics of the distribution route optimization problem 

implies that it can satisfy the constraints that each demand point can get a distribution service and 

each demand point is delivered by only one vehicle, but it cannot guarantee that each demand on each 

route is met. The sum of the point demand does not exceed the load capacity of the vehicle and the 

length of each delivery route does not exceed the constraints that the maximum travel distance of the 

vehicle at one time. For this reason, for the distribution route plan corresponding to each individual, 

each route must be judged one by one to see whether it meets the above two constraints. If not, the 

route is determined as an infeasible route, and finally calculated Its objective function value. For an 

individual j, let the number of infeasible paths of the corresponding delivery route plan be Mj (Mj=0 

means that the individual corresponds to a feasible solution), and its objective function value is Zj, 

then the fitness value Fj of the individual can be Expression: 

Fj=1/(Zj+MjG)                                (9) 
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Where: G is the weight of each penalty, a relatively large positive number can be selected according 

to the value range of the objective function, and 100 is used in this article. (Too small G value will 

affect the comparison of fitness) 

4.4 Choose Action 

Arrange the N individuals in each generation group in descending order of fitness, and the individual 

ranked first has the best performance, copy it directly into the next generation, and rank first. The 

other N-1 individuals of the next generation group need to be generated by the wheel selection method 

according to the fitness of the N individuals of the previous generation group. That is, using the 

optimal individual retention method and the roulette method at the same time, first calculate the sum 

of the fitness of all individuals in the previous generation group to get (∑Fj), and then calculate the 

fitness of each individual in the total fitness value Ratio, get (Fj/ΣFj), use this as the probability of 

being selected. 

4.5 Cross operation 

This paper adopts a similar OX crossover method. In the crossover operation, this paper chooses the 

crossover probability to be 0.9, and randomly and non-repeatedly selects the positions that need to be 

crossed and exchanges the code values on the crossover positions respectively; because the new codes 

may be composed Containing the same part as the value of the unswapped bit, you need to replace 

the same value to form a new individual. 

Examples are as follows: ① Randomly select a mating area among the parent individuals, for 

example, if two parent individuals and the mating area are: A = 47|8563|921, B = 83|4691|257; ② 

Add the mating area of B to In front of A, the mating area of A is added to the front of B to get: A'= 

4691|478563921|, B'=8563|834691257|; ③ After the mating area in A'and B', delete the same as the 

mating area. The natural numbers of, the final two individuals are: A″=469178532, B″=856349127. 

Compared with other crossover methods, this method can still produce a certain degree of mutation 

effect when the two parents are the same, which has a certain effect on maintaining the diverse 

characteristics of the group. 

4.6 Mutation operation 

Because the method of retaining the best samples is adopted in the selection mechanism, in order to 

maintain the diversity of individuals in the group, the mutation technique of multiple consecutive 

swaps is used to make the order of the individuals have greater changes. The mutation operation 

occurs with a probability of Pm=0.05. Once the mutation operation occurs, the number of exchanges 

J is generated by a random method, and the gene of the individual required for the mutation operation 

is exchanged J times (the position of the exchange gene is also randomly generated) . 

4.7 Terminate the program. 

This article sets the maximum number of iterations to 100. When the number of iterations reaches 

100, or the optimal solution is found, the program can be terminated. 

5. Analysis of experimental results 

This article compiles the matlab R2016 code program based on the above genetic algorithm, and 

conducts experimental calculations on the selected 100 demand points and a distribution center to 

carry out an example of the logistics distribution route optimization problem for delivery. A 

maximum of 25 vehicles can be arranged, and the maximum load capacity is 200kg. See Appendix 1 

for the distance between the distribution center and each demand point, the distance between each 

demand point and the demand volume of each demand point. The following parameters are used in 

the experimental calculation: crossover probability and mutation probability are respectively 0.9 and 

0.05, the number of iterations is 100, the generation gap GGAP is 0.9, the penalty weight for violating 

the capacity constraint is 10, and the penalty weight for violating the time window constraint is 100. 

After solving the above problem 100 times randomly, the optimization process Fig.1 and the optimal 

distribution plan roadmap Fig.2 are as follows: 
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Fig. 1 Optimization process diagram 

 

 

Fig .2 Roadmap of the optimal distribution plan 

 

 

Fig.3 Screenshot of the final result 
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According to the Fig.3 of the final result of the matlab R2016 solution (see Appendix II for the 

specific results of each iteration), we can see that the optimal number of vehicles used is 10, and the 

shortest total vehicle distance is 828.9369km. That is to say, the distribution center needs to send out 

10 vehicles to deliver goods to 100 demand points. The specific service vehicles are shown in the 

figure. After the distribution is completed, they need to return to the distribution center. 

6. Conclusion and summary 

The genetic algorithm selected in this paper to solve the path optimization model, design the genetic 

algorithm steps suitable for solving the problem and do detailed program design, design specific 

calculation examples, set relevant parameters, use matlab to implement the model algorithm, and 

superimpose genetic algorithm through multiple iterations The optimal solution of the algorithm leads 

to the optimal distribution plan. The rationality of the model and the effectiveness of the algorithm 

are verified. At the same time, it can be seen from the experimental results that it is a relatively 

convenient and fast way to solve the problem by randomly establishing the logistics distribution 

model first, and then using the genetic algorithm to solve the problem. The logistics distribution path 

can be obtained in a relatively short time. Optimal solution. According to the research results of this 

article, it is summarized as follows: 

(1) In the logistics and distribution business, reasonable determination of the distribution route is an 

important means to improve service quality, reduce distribution costs, and increase economic benefits. 

Using genetic algorithm to solve VRP problem is an important research direction. 

(2) On the basis of establishing the mathematical model of the logistics distribution route optimization 

problem, a genetic algorithm for solving the logistics distribution route optimization problem is 

constructed. The experimental calculation results show that genetic algorithm is a heuristic search 

method with excellent performance, which can be used to easily and effectively obtain the optimal 

solution or satisfactory solution of the logistics distribution route optimization problem. 

(3) The constructed genetic algorithm for optimizing the logistics distribution path, including the 

ingeniously designed individual coding method, the calculation method of individual fitness, and the 

selection, crossover and mutation operators, has certain reference value for solving similar 

combination optimization problems . 

Finally, although genetic algorithms are of great value for studying VRP problems, we should also 

know that genetic algorithms also have shortcomings. Although the global search ability is relatively 

strong, the local search ability is very weak, and it can approach the optimal solution in a short time. 

After approaching the optimal solution, it will take some time to reach the optimal solution. If it can 

be calculated with other algorithms, the efficiency can be quickly improved. 
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Appendix I 

(CUSTNO. means customer number, 0 means distribution center, X. means customer X coordinate, 

Y. means customer Y coordinate, DEMAND. means customer demand, L TIME. means customer 

left time window, R TIME. means customer right time window, SE TIME represents the service time 

of the vehicle to each customer) 

CUSTNO.   X.         Y.    DEMAND.    L TIME.   R TIME.   SE TIME    

    0      40         50          0          0       1236          0    

    1      45         68         10        912        967         90    

    2      45         70         30        825        870         90    

    3      42         66         10         65        146         90    

    4      42         68         10        727        782         90    

    5      42         65         10         15         67         90    

    6      40         69         20        621        702         90    

    7      40         66         20        170        225         90    

    8      38         68         20        255        324         90    

    9      38         70         10        534        605         90    

   10      35         66         10        357        410         90    

   11      35         69         10        448        505         90    

   12      25         85         20        652        721         90    

   13      22         75         30         30         92         90    

   14      22         85         10        567        620         90    

   15      20         80         40        384        429         90    

   16      20         85         40        475        528         90    

   17      18         75         20         99        148         90    

   18      15         75         20        179        254         90    

   19      15         80         10        278        345         90    

   20      30         50         10         10         73         90    

   21      30         52         20        914        965         90    

   22      28         52         20        812        883         90    

   23      28         55         10        732        777         90    

   24      25         50         10         65        144         90    

   25      25         52         40        169        224         90    

   26      25         55         10        622        701         90    

   27      23         52         10        261        316         90    

   28      23         55         20        546        593         90    

   29      20         50         10        358        405         90    

   30      20         55         10        449        504         90    

   31      10         35         20        200        237         90    

   32      10         40         30         31        100         90    

   33       8         40         40         87        158         90    

   34       8         45         20        751        816         90    

   35       5         35         10        283        344         90    
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   36       5         45         10        665        716         90    

   37       2         40         20        383        434         90    

   38       0         40         30        479        522         90    

   39       0         45         20        567        624         90    

   40      35         30         10        264        321         90    

   41      35         32         10        166        235         90    

   42      33         32         20         68        149         90    

   43      33         35         10         16         80         90    

   44      32         30         10        359        412         90    

   45      30         30         10        541        600         90    

   46      30         32         30        448        509         90    

   47      30         35         10       1054       1127         90    

   48      28         30         10        632        693         90    

   49      28         35         10       1001       1066         90    

   50      26         32         10        815        880         90    

   51      25         30         10        725        786         90    

   52      25         35         10        912        969         90    

   53      44          5         20        286        347         90    

   54      42         10         40        186        257         90    

   55      42         15         10         95        158         90    

   56      40          5         30        385        436         90    

   57      40         15         40         35         87         90    

   58      38          5         30        471        534         90    

   59      38         15         10        651        740         90    

   60      35          5         20        562        629         90    

   61      50         30         10        531        610         90    

   62      50         35         20        262        317         90    

   63      50         40         50        171        218         90    

   64      48         30         10        632        693         90    

   65      48         40         10         76        129         90    

   66      47         35         10        826        875         90    

   67      47         40         10         12         77         90    

   68      45         30         10        734        777         90    

   69      45         35         10        916        969         90    

   70      95         30         30        387        456         90    

   71      95         35         20        293        360         90    

   72      53         30         10        450        505         90    

   73      92         30         10        478        551         90    

   74      53         35         50        353        412         90    

   75      45         65         20        997       1068         90    

   76      90         35         10        203        260         90    

   77      88         30         10        574        643         90    
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   78      88         35         20        109        170         90    

   79      87         30         10        668        731         90    

   80      85         25         10        769        820         90    

   81      85         35         30         47        124         90    

   82      75         55         20        369        420         90    

   83      72         55         10        265        338         90    

   84      70         58         20        458        523         90    

   85      68         60         30        555        612         90    

   86      66         55         10        173        238         90    

   87      65         55         20         85        144         90    

   88      65         60         30        645        708         90    

   89      63         58         10        737        802         90    

   90      60         55         10         20         84         90    

   91      60         60         10        836        889         90    

   92      67         85         20        368        441         90    

   93      65         85         40        475        518         90    

   94      65         82         10        285        336         90    

   95      62         80         30        196        239         90    

   96      60         80         10         95        156         90    

   97      60         85         30        561        622         90    

   98      58         75         20         30         84         90    

   99      55         80         10        743        820         90    

  100      55         85         20        647        726         90   

 

Appendix II 

GA_VRPTW 

A random value in the initial population: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1733.4116, number of routes 

violating constraints: 10, number of customers violating constraints: 100 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The first generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1619.1891, number of routes 

violating constraints: 8, number of customers violating constraints: 73 

 

The second-generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 14, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1997.1528, number of routes 

violating constraints: 8, number of customers violating constraints: 65 

 

The 3rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 14, total distance traveled by vehicles: 2117.5049, number of routes 

violating constraints: 7, number of customers violating constraints: 53 
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The 4th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 15, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1899.1478, number of routes 

violating constraints: 8, number of customers violating constraints: 54 

 

The 5th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 15, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1975.3909, number of routes 

violating constraints: 7, number of customers violating constraints: 52 

 

The 6th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 16, total distance traveled by vehicles: 2245.8069, number of violation 

paths: 6, number of customers who violate restrictions: 35 

 

The 7th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 16, total distance traveled by vehicles: 2268.3178, number of routes 

violating constraints: 6, number of customers violating constraints: 33 

 

The 8th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 16, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1684.4641, number of violation 

paths: 3, number of customers violating restrictions: 15 

 

The 9th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 16, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1648.972, number of routes violating 

constraints: 2, number of customers violating constraints: 6 

 

The 10th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 15, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1625.4345, number of routes 

violating constraints: 1, number of customers violating constraints: 8 

 

The 11th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 15, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1515.6563, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 12th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 14, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1344.035, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 13th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1286.8454, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 14th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1286.8454, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 15th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1286.8454, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 16th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 13, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1253.7185, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 17th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1235.9206, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 18th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1235.9206, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 19th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1201.5233, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 20th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1201.5233, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 21st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1197.1287, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 22nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 12, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1183.9013, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 23rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 24th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 25th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 26th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 27th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 28th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 29th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 30th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 31st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 32nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 33rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 1067.2593, number of routes 

violating constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 34th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 922.7168, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 35th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 922.7168, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 36th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 922.7168, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 37th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 922.7168, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 38th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 904.2541, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 39th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 903.1078, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 40th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 889.0242, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 41st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 889.0242, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 42nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 889.0242, number of violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 43rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 888.0939, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 44th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 863.8116, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 45th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 863.8116, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 46th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 863.8116, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 47th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 863.8116, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 48th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 11, total distance traveled by vehicles: 863.8116, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 49th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 50th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 51st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 52nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 53rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 54th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 55th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 56th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 57th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 58th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 59th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 60th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 61st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 62nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 63rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 64th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 65th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 66th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

67th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 68th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 69th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 70th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 71st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 72nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 73rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 74th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 75th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 76th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 77th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 78th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 79th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 80th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 81st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 82nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 83rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 84th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 85th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 86th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 87th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 88th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 89th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 90th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 91st generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 
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The 92nd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 93rd generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 94th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 95th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 96th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 97th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 98th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 99th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

The 100th generation optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

 

Optimal solution: 

Number of vehicles used: 10, total distance traveled by vehicles: 828.9369, number of routes violating 

constraints: 0, number of customers violating constraints: 0 

-------------------------------------------------- ----------- 

Delivery route 1: 0->5->3->7->8->10->11->9->6->4->2->1->75->0 

Delivery route 2: 0->32->33->31->35->37->38->39->36->34->0 

Delivery route 3: 0->43->42->41->40->44->46->45->48->51->50->52->49->47->0 

Delivery route 4: 0->57->55->54->53->56->58->60->59->0 
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Delivery route 5: 0->20->24->25->27->29->30->28->26->23->22->21->0 

Delivery route 6: 0->13->17->18->19->15->16->14->12->0 

Delivery route 7: 0->90->87->86->83->82->84->85->88->89->91->0 

Delivery route 8: 0->98->96->95->94->92->93->97->100->99->0 

Delivery route 9: 0->67->65->63->62->74->72->61->64->68->66->69->0 

Delivery route 10: 0->81->78->76->71->70->73->77->79->80->0 


